Introduction {#S0001}
============

The comparatively high approval rate^[1](#CIT0001),[2](#CIT0002)^ and relative ease of engineering for monoclonal antibody- (mAb) based therapeutics have garnered substantial investment in the discovery and development efforts of this seemingly ever-expanding drug class. Still, the overall process of antibody therapeutics development, from lead selection to commercial product approval, is inefficient and thus economically wasteful. Over the past decade, drug developers have become increasingly proactive about early identification and risk assessment to combat attrition. Efforts include the quality-by-design global initiative (where statistical tools are used to ensure reproducible experiments and material productions), discovery- stage screening of materials for biophysical and biochemical properties, and implementing predictive *in silico* tools to avoid or reduce development liabilities. One strategy now commonly used to avoid late-stage failures is the so-called developability or molecular assessment approach, which aims to optimize biophysical and chemical properties of molecules prior to product development.^[3](#CIT0003),[4](#CIT0004)^

The field has recently incorporated parallel screening of biophysical properties in discovery.^[5](#CIT0005)^ However, in addition to good biophysical properties, mAbs also need to possess sufficient chemical stability to conform to stringent process development parameters.^[6](#CIT0006)^ For those engineering efforts to be successful, a comprehensive survey of the field is required to determine how clinical-stage mAbs are expected to perform. The predominant chemical modifications of interest for mAbs are oxidation, deamidation and isomerization.^[4](#CIT0004)^ Oxidative modification of methionine residues with peroxide is a commonly used technique that has recently been applied to the study of samples with variable region sequences sourced from 121 clinical-stage mAbs.^[7](#CIT0007)^ Unlike the straightforward peroxide oxidation chemistry used to induce methionine oxidation,^[8](#CIT0008)^ Asn deamidation and Asp isomerization reactions occur through complex and interrelated pathways. These chemical mechanisms are pH- and temperature-dependent and have several competing transition states.^[9](#CIT0009)-[13](#CIT0013)^ In the case of deamidation, the chemistry is further complicated by competing and alternative mechanisms.^[13](#CIT0013),[14](#CIT0014)^

As shown in [Figure 1](#F0001), the aspartate isomerization reaction proceeds through an aspartyl-succinimide (Asu) intermediate. This reaction is accelerated under acidic conditions.^[15](#CIT0015),[16](#CIT0016)^ Additionally, at low pH, the Asu intermediate is relatively stable (maximally at pH 4--5) due to a reduced rate of hydrolysis of the 5-membered ring.^[17](#CIT0017)-[19](#CIT0019)^ Under these acidic conditions, hydrolysis of the Asu intermediate becomes rate-limiting, permitting the accumulation of these species within the sample^[20](#CIT0020)^ and the subsequent facile detection of an 18 Da mass loss. This mass loss is detected and used as a surrogate for the isomerization modification, which is more difficult to detect via liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry. Conversely, deamidation proceeds predominantly through the Asu-mediated asparagine deamidation pathway, under neutral or basic conditions.^[9](#CIT0009),[11](#CIT0011)^ At alkaline pHs, the rate of Asu hydrolysis is much faster than the rate of Asu formation,^[10](#CIT0010),[11](#CIT0011)^ nearly eliminating the Asu population^[16](#CIT0016)^ while simultaneously increasing the rate of deamidation (subsequently observed as a + 1 Da mass shift variant). As both reactions occur through the same reaction intermediate with opposing pH preferences, changing the pH of the reaction is a suitable toggle to control the partitioning of each pathway. For example, deamidation rates at pH 5.5 are approximately 40-fold slower than at pH 8.0,^[9](#CIT0009),[11](#CIT0011),[15](#CIT0015),[21](#CIT0021)^ while the rate of Asu intermediate formation increases 6-fold over the same pH range.^[15](#CIT0015)^ Although several studies have been conducted where both products are induced at a single pH,^[12](#CIT0012),[22](#CIT0022)-[24](#CIT0024)^ others have preferentially induced isomerization at low pH^[16](#CIT0016),[25](#CIT0025),[26](#CIT0026)^ or deamidation at high pH.^[26](#CIT0026)-[28](#CIT0028)^ The reaction conditions used in this study employ the latter approach to amplify the observable modified populations with concurrent simplification of isomerization detection.10.1080/19420862.2018.1548233-F0001Figure 1.Deamidation and isomerization mechanism. The dominant deamidation pathway at pH 8.5 is Asu-mediated (Asn → Asu ⇌ \[IsoAsp ⇌ Asp\]). The alternative direct hydrolysis pathway (Asn → Asp) is also operative at this pH. Additionally, there is a minor Isoimide-mediated pathway that may also contribute to deamidation under our experimental conditions (Asn → Isoimide ⇌ Asp). The Asu-mediated (Asp ⇌ Asu ⇌ IsoAsp) isomerization pathway is accelerated at pH 5.5. The peptide backbone is highlighted in bold to illustrate isomerization.

Typically, clinical-stage mAbs are stressed under a combination of heat and low or high pH to accelerate the degradation that is expected to occur during manufacturing processes and long-term storage. Similar accelerated studies may also be carried out during the lead selection stage to identify the most stable candidates for further development, or to identify or confirm degradation sequence liabilities for re-engineering before committing resources to process and product development. With the goal of avoiding unanticipated issues in product development, it is worth noting that optimizing the chemical stability of a mAb will not only improve the shelf-life of the molecule, but ideally also translate into serum stability.^[29](#CIT0029)^ Therefore, upstream optimization of mAb chemical stability using information from accelerated degradation studies has the potential to expediate process and product development, as well as produce a more homogeneous and stable drug product.

Looking forward, the field appears to be working towards *a priori* predictions of chemical modifications.^[7](#CIT0007),[23](#CIT0023),[30](#CIT0030)^ Currently, cursory *ab initio* analysis can be performed at the amino acid sequence level to identify potential degradation sequence liabilities based on motifs of two amino acids, such as NG or DG sequences; however, simple counting of such motifs leads to a high frequency of false positives. For example, in the most extensive study to date, 37 mAbs were stressed at pH 6.0 at 40 °C for two weeks, which resulted in 67% or 21% of samples with expected-labile NG or NS motifs showing detectable levels of deamidation, respectively. For isomerization, the false positive rate was even higher, with only 36% and 13% of samples with DG and DS motifs, respectively, showing detectable level of isomerization.^[23](#CIT0023)^ With sufficient data, computational and statistical models may be improved to accurately predict chemical stability.

To encourage the general understanding of chemical liabilities in the context of clinical-stage mAbs, and to establish a more comprehensive and transparent (by identifying all molecules by their international non-proprietary names (INNs)) dataset on the subject, we report here our data for accelerated degradation of 131 isotype-matched samples with variable region sequences corresponding to clinical-stage mAbs. Two different stress conditions (pH 5.5 at 40 °C for two weeks and pH 8.5 at 40 °C for one week) were used to identify labile sites for isomerization and deamidation. Through this effort, we observed that complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) H2, H3, and L1 are particularly susceptible to modification, with each containing a single exceptionally labile sequence position or sub-section where deamidation and isomerization motifs are frequently observed to be modified.

Results {#S0002}
=======

All antibodies used in this study were formatted and expressed as IgG1 isotype mAbs, regardless of original drug isotype, with variable regions matching published sequences (see *Jain et al*.,^[31](#CIT0031)^ for further details). For ease of exposition, we generally use the INNs (e.g., evolocumab) to refer to the samples, with the understanding that our sample is not identical to the original clinical material. To minimize sample treatment and data acquisition-induced artifacts, the difference between stressed and unstressed samples was used to quantify the amount of observed deamidation or isomerization upon stress. Only degradation events occurring in the CDRs are discussed here due to the low frequency of framework region isomerization and deamidation modifications (for completeness, reported in Table S1). All sequences, INNs, modification quantities, and modified residues are included in Supplemental Tables S2-S5 and in a supplemental workbook.

In this section, deamidation and isomerization sequence liabilities, as well as hot-spots (frequently modified sequence positions) and cold-spots (frequently unmodified sequence positions) are described in the context of "canonical" and "non-canonical" motifs. Canonical motifs are specified using the standard n, n + 1 notation,^[32](#CIT0032)^ and include motifs that have been previously implicated in CDR deamidation and isomerization events, and/or have otherwise demonstrated modification rates in time-scales aligned with our experiments. Thus, the canonical motifs for isomerization are DG,^[16](#CIT0016),[20](#CIT0020),[22](#CIT0022),[23](#CIT0023),[25](#CIT0025),[29](#CIT0029),[33](#CIT0033),[34](#CIT0034)^ DS,^[10](#CIT0010),[23](#CIT0023),[35](#CIT0035),[36](#CIT0036)^ DD,^[23](#CIT0023),[36](#CIT0036)^ DT,^[23](#CIT0023)^ and DH.^[37](#CIT0037)^ For deamidation, the canonical motifs are NG,^[20](#CIT0020),[22](#CIT0022),[23](#CIT0023),[32](#CIT0032),[34](#CIT0034),[38](#CIT0038)^ NS,^[22](#CIT0022),[23](#CIT0023),[32](#CIT0032),[39](#CIT0039)^ NN,^[23](#CIT0023),[32](#CIT0032)^ NT,^[22](#CIT0022),[23](#CIT0023),[32](#CIT0032),[34](#CIT0034),[40](#CIT0040)^ and NH.^[32](#CIT0032)^ From these published studies, it is also possible to discern an approximate hierarchy. For example, DG is expected to be more labile than DS, and DS more so than DD or DT. Similarly, for deamidation motifs there is the expectation of decreasing stability in the order NG, NS, NT.

CDR deamidation at high pH {#S0002-S2001}
--------------------------

Upon high pH stress (pH 8.5) for 1 week at 40 °C, 39 deamidation sites were identified among these samples (see Figure S1 for example data), with degradation levels ranging from 2.0% (our reporting criterion) to 67.7% (Fig. S2A). Approximately half of these sites (22/39) occurred in light chain (LC) CDRs ([Figure 2](#F0002), Table S2). Of all heavy chain (HC) CDR deamidation events, 64.7% (11/17) occurred in CDRH2 with the highest deamidation level (65.1%, evolocumab) and occurrence (8/11) of modification at an NG motif. However, only 47.0% (8/17) of all observed occurrences of NG motifs within the CDRH2 underwent detectable deamidation upon high pH treatment ([Figure 2(b](#F0002))).10.1080/19420862.2018.1548233-F0002Figure 2.Motif deamidation frequency by CDR under high pH stress. motif occurrences are plotted by unmodified (blue) and modified (red) for CDRH1 (a), CDRH2 (b), CDRH3 (c), CDRL1 (d), CDRL2 (e), and CDRL3 (f). Fractions of total occurrences modified are noted for all motifs when applicable.

In CDRH3, four deamidation events were observed. There is no obvious motif bias within this CDR as three of the four observed modifications (NT, NF, and two instances of NY) occur at non-canonical motifs ([Figure 2(c](#F0002))). Deamidation modifications ranged from 2.6 to 61.7 % upon stress (Fig. S2A). Although these four instances only accounted for 23.5% of all deamidation species in the HC CDRs within this dataset, the average deamidation observed in CDRH3 was higher than observed in CDRH2 (32.4% ± 26.2%, n = 4 versus 14.3% ± 17.8%, n = 11).

Similarly, CDRL1 was frequently deamidated under these conditions. This CDR accounted for 81.8% (18/22) of all observed LC deamidation events, and it had the second highest average percent deamidation of all six CDRs ([Figure 2(d](#F0002)), S2A). The observed deamidation events occurred at motifs consistent with previous findings,^[23](#CIT0023)^ except for a single instance of deamidation occurring at the non-canonical NY motif.

Both deamidation-labile CDRs (H2 and L1) had the highest frequency of canonical motifs compared to all other CDRs. In terms of fractional occurrence (number modified/number of motif instances within a given CDR), all canonical motifs within CDRL1 appeared to be relatively susceptible to deamidation ([Figure 2(d](#F0002))), while NG motifs appeared to be preferentially modified in CDRH2 ([Figure 2(b](#F0002))). The canonical NS motif was observed in relatively high frequencies within these CDRs as well as in CDRL3, but only within CDRL1 did one observe high occurrence of modifications at NS (4/5 or 80% for NS in CDRL1 vs. 6/41 or 14.6% in CDRL3). These results are consistent with previous observations that deamidation of a canonical motif within mAb CDRs is likely dependent on local structure or conformation.^[21](#CIT0021),[23](#CIT0023)^

CDR isomerization at low pH {#S0002-S2002}
---------------------------

Upon low pH stress (pH 5.5) for 2 weeks at 40 °C, 31 isomerization events (including both IsoAsp or Asu species) were observed (see Figure S3 for example data) with total modification measurements ranging from 2.1 to 44.0% (Fig. S2B, Table S3). Approximately 39% of all observed isomerization (12/31 instances) occurred on the LC ([Figure 3](#F0003)). Of all HC isomerization events, 63.1% (12/19) occurred in CDRH3, with an apparent DG motif preference ([Figure 3(c](#F0003))). The DG motif accounted for 58.3% (7/12) of all isomerization events occurring in this CDR with the presence of a DG motif at any position within CDRH3 modified in 53.8% (7/13) of cases.10.1080/19420862.2018.1548233-F0003Figure 3.Motif isomerization frequency by CDR under low pH stress. Motif occurrences are plotted by unmodified (blue) and modified (red) for CDRH1 (a), CDRH2 (b), CDRH3 (c), CDRL1 (d), CDRL2 (e), and CDRL3 (f). Fractions of total occurrences modified are noted for all motifs when applicable.

We found that 31.5% (6/19) of all HC isomerization events were located within CDRH2 ([Figure 3(b](#F0003))). Of these 6 isomerization events, 66.7% (4/6) occurred at a DG motif. However, DG at any position within CDRH2 underwent isomerization upon low pH stress only 19.0% of the time (4/21).

Isomerization events in the LC occurred most frequently in CDRL1, accounting for 66.7% (8/12) of all LC modification instances ([Figure 3(d](#F0003))). As with the deamidation sequence liabilities observed in the high pH stress condition, there was no apparent canonical motif bias, with the observed labile motifs being generally consistent with those described previously.

All isomerization-labile CDRs (H2, H3, and L1) had higher frequencies of canonical motifs than all other CDRs. In terms of fractional occurrence, all canonical motifs within CDRL1 appeared to be relatively susceptible to isomerization ([Figure 3(d)](#F0003)), while only DG motifs appeared to be modified at high frequency in CDRH3 ([Figure 3(c](#F0003))). In contrast, CDRH2 ([Figure 3(b](#F0003))) showed a low frequency of modification at the, *a priori*, most labile canonical motifs (DG and DS) compared to all other CDRs except for CDRH1, which contains limited instances of DG and DS motifs. These observations suggest that, as with deamidation, isomerization of canonical motifs is structurally or conformationally dependent.

It is also notable that no Asp isomerization event was observed in canonical motif DT or DH sites within CDRs, of 32 and 6 occurrences, respectively. This observation is consistent with the results reported by *Sydow et al*.^[23](#CIT0023)^

Sequence analysis {#S0002-S2003}
-----------------

All mAb variable region sequences are structurally aligned using a modification of the Kabat-Chothia numbering scheme (see Methods).^[41](#CIT0041)-[43](#CIT0043)^ Comparison of observed modification sites across mAbs in the context of canonical motifs revealed three deamidation and isomerization hot-spots and a single cold-spot within individual CDRs. We define hot- and cold-spots as residue positions with a high frequency of canonical motif occurrence and high and low levels, respectively, of chemical degradation (Table S6). The single cold-spot resides in CDRH2 (H61) where the canonical DS or DD motifs occurred 37 times with zero instances of detectable isomerization. However, it should be noted that under alternative CDR definitions (e.g., IMGT®^[44](#CIT0044)^) the second CDR of the heavy chain ends at position H58, and thus H61 would be considered part of the framework.

We identified three locations that were frequently susceptible to deamidation and/or isomerization modifications under our stress conditions: H54, H98 and a stretch of amino acids in the CDRL1 "insertion sub-region," namely positions L30 through L30F. Position H54 contains 50.0% (3/6) and 63.6% (7/11) of all isomerization and deamidation modifications in CDRH2, respectively. Of all canonical motifs at position H54, 35% (7/20) of deamidation motifs and 20% (3/15) of isomerization motifs were modified (Table S6). Similarly, sub-region L30 (as defined above) contained 87.5% (7/8) of all isomerization events, and 88.9% (16/18) of all deamidation events in CDRL1. In this region, 64% (14/22) of canonical deamidation motifs, and 33% (7/21) of isomerization motifs were modified. Lastly, position H98 accounted for 33% (4/12) of all isomerization events and 25% (1/4) of all deamidation events in CDRH3. Considering all canonical motifs at position H98, 100% (1/1) of deamidation motifs and 67% (4/6) of isomerization motifs were modified (Table S6). Notably, occurrences of an Asp (12/131) and Asn (3/131) at H98 were rare within the set.

Although only one cold-spot was identified, there are five positions within the CDRs where Asp and Asn residues occur frequently without modification. In all cases the n + 1 position leads to a non-canonical motif. For instance, a Pro residue occurs at position H52A in 45.0% (59/131) of all sequences. Of the 59 cases, 22 sequences have an Asn residue, and 10 sequences have an Asp residue at the preceding, n, position. There are no instances of isomerization or deamidation at this position because the n + 1 proline prevents Asu formation due to the lack of an N-terminal backbone amide. Less extreme examples can be observed where the n + 1 position is typically a Y, R, or a branched-chain aliphatic (I, L, V) residue. These motif positions include H31 (n + 1 is Y), H101 (n + 1 is Y, I, L, or V), L28 (n + 1 is I or V), and L53 (n + 1 is L or R).

Motif modification may also be modulated by near-in-sequence but non-adjacent residues. In CDRL3, a germline-encoded proline residue (L95) is notably mutated in the two instances of L3 isomerization within the set, cixutumumab and anifrolumab. The absence of this proline in cixutumumab is as generally expected for lambda L3 sequences. Conversely, in anifrolumab, with a kappa L3 sequence, position L95 is mutated to alanine, relative to proline in the germline VK3-20. Of 101 nine-residue long L3 sequences, only six in our set lack a proline at position L95 (Table S7A). Of those six, anifrolumab is the only one that contains a D (L92) at any position within CDRL3; it also shows a relatively high rate of isomerization (8.8% modification upon low pH stress). Likewise, lirilumab has the same L3 length of nine, does not have proline at position L95, and shows low amounts of deamidation (2.1%) at Asn (position 93) upon high pH stress. Meanwhile, four closely related L3 sequences (those in the samples corresponding to ofatumumab, daratumumab, olaratumab, and tabalumab) are identical across the L91-L95 stretch, with proline at L95, and did not undergo deamidation at Asn in position L93 (Table S7B).

Chemical modifications observed under both low and high pH stress {#S0002-S2004}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Deamidation modifications were observed at 21 unique sites under low pH stress across 18 mAbs (Table S4). All deamidation events occurring at low pH were also observed under high pH conditions, with the one exception being the Asn at position H52 of urelumab, which showed no observable deamidation (\< 2%) under high pH stress (Fig. S4A). The motif at position H52 of urelumab is NH, which may be responsible for the discrepancy. Histidine, with a sidechain pKa of 6.0, has a weak affinity for H^+^ at pH 5.5 and potentially facilitates the formation of the Asu intermediate by donating a proton to the OH^−^ leaving group.^[45](#CIT0045),[46](#CIT0046)^

In contrast to the congruity observed for the deamidation modifications across both pH conditions, a similar comparison of modifications with identical masses but different retention times reveals that only 7 of 17 cases occurring at high pH were also found after low pH stress, while the remaining 10 cases do not have corroborating evidence at low pH (Fig. S4B, Table S5). This observation is quite striking considering previous characterizations of the pH dependence of isomerization rates. For example, the rate of isomerization measured in a model peptide, VYPDGA, increased 10-fold from pH 8 to pH 5,^[15](#CIT0015)^ suggesting that any isomerization detected at high pH should also be detected at low pH with higher intensity. In several cases our data did not trend as expected, suggesting that there may be alternative chemistries operating at the high pH condition. It was previously reported that several IgG antibody samples showed racemization modifications after being stressed at alkaline pHs and elevated temperatures.^[19](#CIT0019)^ Since the conversion of L-amino acids to their D-enantiomers does not lead to any mass shift either, our current experimental measurement cannot discriminate between racemization and isomerization (Table S5B). Due to this ambiguity, these 10 exceptional cases are not included in further analysis or discussion of isomerization.

Discussion {#S0003}
==========

Of the 131 isotype-matched clinical-stage-like mAbs surveyed in our study, 63 (48%) were chemically modified under low or high pH stress conditions. A total of 33 mAbs incurred deamidation upon high pH stress (for a total of 39 events), while 28 mAbs underwent isomerization upon low pH stress (31 events). Only 7 of the 63 mAbs were susceptible to both isomerization and deamidation. Notably, 18 out of 131 mAbs were modified by deamidation under low pH stress. In contrast, 17 out of 131 mAbs were modified by either isomerization or racemization under the high pH condition.

As we continue the interpretation of our data, it is important to point out the possibility of false negative results when unmodified and degraded peptides cannot be separated chromatographically (see Methods for details). The only way to avoid such false negative interpretation would be to synthetically generate all possible forms of modified peptides and confirm that the corresponding retention times are sufficiently different from the unmodified peptides. As this is an especially onerous task at the scale of this study, these control experiments were not performed.

While the isomerization reaction requires the Asu intermediate, the deamidation modification may proceed through alternate parallel mechanisms ([Figure 1](#F0001)). In addition to a proposed deamidation mechanism that populates an isoimide intermediate that hydrolyses to Asp,^[14](#CIT0014)^ the direct deamidation mechanism may also contribute to our observed modifications. Under acidic conditions (pH\< 4), deamidation will preferentially occur via direct hydrolysis.^[11](#CIT0011),[47](#CIT0047)^ Some research even suggests that at neutral and basic pHs, direct hydrolysis may occur at competitive rates to the Asu-mediated mechanism.^[13](#CIT0013)^ It is important to emphasize that at any pH, all reactions occur simultaneously with partitioning of the reaction pathways dependent on pH, temperature,^[9](#CIT0009),[48](#CIT0048)^ acidity of the subsequent (n + 1) backbone amide hydrogen,^[45](#CIT0045),[49](#CIT0049)^ and the chemistry and sterics of the local environment.^[12](#CIT0012),[13](#CIT0013),[32](#CIT0032)^ These observations allow us to better understand our experimental conditions, confirm chemical degradation assignments across experimental conditions, and may help to identify other modes of risk factors in the future.

Comparison to historical data {#S0003-S2001}
-----------------------------

Historical review of the literature reveals that certain sequence motifs are particularly labile to modification under the stress conditions used in this study.^[17](#CIT0017)-[19](#CIT0019)^ Previously reported canonical motifs are NG, NS, NN, NT, NH and DG, DS, DD, DT, and DH for deamidation and isomerization modification under our conditions, respectively.^[23](#CIT0023),[32](#CIT0032)^ Three publications contain the INNs (enabling unambiguous identification of the amino acid sequence) of the mAbs being investigated and study chemical modifications under reaction conditions similar to those used in this study. *Sydow et al*., is the most comprehensive, with isomerization and deamidation data (resulting post-incubation at pH 6.0 and 40 °C for two weeks) for 37 mAbs, 13 of which are identified by their INN.^[23](#CIT0023)^ *Huang et al*., provides high pH stress (pH 10.4 at 25 °C for 7 days) data for the Fc fusion etanercept,^[50](#CIT0050)^ and *Yang et al*., published low pH data (pH 6.0 at 40 °C for 14 days) on trastuzumab.^[40](#CIT0040)^ All other available publications either do not include a molecule's name, do not have comparable reaction conditions, investigate the constant region, or interrogate the reactions of interest with peptides or antibody fragments (instead of full-length mAbs).

Although the available historical data are limited, the results presented in this work corroborate previous observations by *Sydow et al*., in that the majority of deamidation and isomerization events are observed at defined canonical motifs at generally the same rank-order of modification incidence.^[23](#CIT0023)^ Although the percent modification observed for NG, NS, DG and DS motifs tends to be lower ("blue circles", [Figure 4](#F0004)) than as described by *Sydow et al*. ("red circles", [Figure 4](#F0004)), the observed rank-order in our data is consistent with experiments conducted on penta-peptides.^[32](#CIT0032)^ The subtle differences observed when compared to the order observed by *Sydow et al*. are likely a consequence of the disparate sample sizes.^[23](#CIT0023)^10.1080/19420862.2018.1548233-F0004Figure 4.Frequency of liability motifs in all CDRs. Circles show percentages of modified deamidation motifs under high pH stress (a), and isomerization motifs under low pH stress (b) for the current dataset (blue) and the one adapted from Sydow et al.^[23](#CIT0023)^ (red), respectively. There is no available motif occurrence data for NF, NH, NQ, NW, NY, DN, DR, and DY in the Sydow et al., dataset (red). Percentages shown are the percentages of total motif occurrence (bar graph).

Of the 13 named mAbs evaluated by *Sydow et al.*,^[23](#CIT0023)^ 12 samples are also within our dataset. Of these 12, nine show no deamidation or isomerization in either dataset. The remaining three mAbs (natalizumab, nimotuzumab, and trastuzumab) all have deamidation consistently identified at the same CDRs and motifs in both studies. Asparagine isomerization of trastuzumab CDRL3 and deamidation of natalizumab CDRH2 were consistently observed in both datasets. Nimotuzumab, while found to be isomerized in both datasets, has the modification assigned to CDRH3 at position H100 (DS) by *Sydow et al.*,^[23](#CIT0023)^ but at H100W (DG) in the data presented here. Our data unambiguously assign this modification to the H100W position, suggesting that subtler differences in reagents may be responsible for this discrepancy (Fig. S5). The samples studied by Sydow and colleagues do correspond to actual clinical material for those 12 (approved) antibodies;^[23](#CIT0023)^ the fact that their results largely agree with those within this study suggest that the differences in material (isotype in some cases, expression host, production, and purification in all cases) are unlikely to affect the kind of data reported here.

Isomerization events at non-canonical motifs {#S0003-S2002}
--------------------------------------------

Within this dataset isomerization is rarely observed at non-canonical motifs, occurring twice in CDRH3 and twice in CDRL3 (Table S3). In all cases the modified residue is within a variable length insertion sub-region of the CDR. The two cases in CDRL3 are both DN motifs in the L30 sub-region of gemtuzumab and glembatumumab. Although DN and the related ND motifs have not been found to be liabilities existing within full-length mAbs in the literature (and are therefore not defined as canonical motifs in this manuscript), peptide studies suggest that isomerization^[51](#CIT0051)^ and deamidation^[32](#CIT0032)^ at these motifs transpire on comparable timescales to the previously defined canonical motifs.

Peptide studies also indicate that the modified DY and DR motifs within the H3 of fletikumab and olaratumab, respectively ([Table 1](#T0001)), are not expected to be modified on the timescale of our experiments. It is unclear if the local sequence contributes to isomerization at these motifs. Previous work on the related deamidation chemistry at the peptide level suggests that the obligate Asu intermediate is not likely to occur when the n + 1 residue is bulky, suggesting that the observations at the DY and DR motifs are expectedly rare and likely the result of favorable conformations or local environment (i.e., near-in-space to a proton donor).^[32](#CIT0032)^ Interestingly, the fletikumab DY motif is preceded by a histidine residue that, we speculate, may act as a proton donor under favorable conditions, with a chemistry similar to that proposed for a histidine in the n + 1 position.^[45](#CIT0045)^ In contrast, the DR motif in olaratumab is unlikely to contribute to Asu formation. Arginine's ionizable group has been previously noted to be incapable of similar direct proton transfer to the preceding amide due to the length of the side chain,^[32](#CIT0032)^ and is unlikely to donate a proton at a solution pH of 5.5. However, arginine has been shown to facilitate Asu formation of an adjacent NG motif at near neutral and slightly acidic pHs by coordinating buffer anions that subsequently induce Asu cyclization via proton transfer.^[52](#CIT0052)^ Therefore, if arginine is contributing to the observed modification, it would be highly dependent on conformation and the chemistry of the local environment.10.1080/19420862.2018.1548233-T0001Table 1.Non-canonical motifs. Instances of non-canonical motifs are found across all CDRs. All deamidation events at non-canonical motifs contain a reverse motif at the modification position (indicated in bold blue). Non-canonical motifs are modified at low pH in only two instances, one of which is not located at a "reverse motif" (olaratumab).mAbMotif% ModifiedModificationStressCDRCDR SequencerobatumumabNF45.20DeamidationHigh pHH3ARL**G**NFYYGMDVinotuzumabNY20.20DeamidationHigh pHH3TREGY**G**NYGAWFAYgemtuzumabNY2.60DeamidationHigh pHL1RASESL**D**NYGIRFLTolaratumabNY2.60DeamidationHigh pHH3ARQSTYYYGS**G**NYYGWFDRlenzilumabNY2.30DeamidationHigh pHH1YSF**T**NYYIHgemtuzumabNQ2.30DeamidationHigh pHL2AA**S**NQGSlirilumabNW2.10DeamidationHigh pHL3QQR**S**NWMYTfletikumabDY10.10IsomerizationLow pHH3AREPLWFGESSP**H**DYYGMDVolaratumabDR6.00IsomerizationLow pHH3ARQSTYYYGSGNYYGWFDR

Deamidation events at non-canonical motifs {#S0003-S2003}
------------------------------------------

The generality of the chemical stability of canonical motifs appears to apply less to CDRH3 deamidation where, of four events observed, only one occurred at a canonical deamidation motif (NT). The other three events occurred at NF (one) and NY (two) motifs ([Figure 2(c](#F0002))). The NF deamidation site is unique within this data set and had not been previously reported to occur within antibody CDRs. By contrast, deamidation occurring at the previously unreported NY motif is not unique to CDRH3, with instances occurring at low frequency in CDRH1 and CDRL1. Interestingly, all observed deamidation motifs in CDRH3 have a preceding glycine residue that is not unique nor required for non-canonical deamidation events within CDRs. Across all CDRs, nearly all non-canonical deamidation motifs have a relatively bulky residue at the n + 1 position (F, Y, W, and to a certain extent, Q). All non-canonical motif modification instances occur at sequences preceded by G (n = 3), D (n = 1), T (n = 1), or S (n = 2) residues, which all lead to putative "reverse" canonical motifs. The implications of this observation are not obvious, as the non-canonical motif deamidation reactions are observed to occur with half-lives over 63 times longer in penta-peptides GGN\[F/Y/W/Q\]G compared to those observed in the penta-peptide GGNGG.^[32](#CIT0032)^ Considering that the analogous glutaminyl deamidation via a 6-membered, glutarimide, intermediate^[53](#CIT0053),[54](#CIT0054)^ occurs with reaction half-times only 6 times longer than their asparaginyl counterparts,^[55](#CIT0055)^ and that these reaction products are not observed in this data set, it is unlikely that the observed modifications at non-canonical motifs are occurring in the absence of other local environment factors. If the "reverse" motif is partially responsible for the apparent acceleration of non-canonical motif reaction rates, the n-1 residues may contribute to general local flexibility as to facilitate Asu cyclization. This hypothesis is supported by experiments on degradation rates in unstructured model penta-peptides that demonstrate, at the sequence level, that the preceding residue (particularly G) can modestly accelerate the deamidation reactions.^[32](#CIT0032)^ The slightly accelerated reaction kinetics observed with a preceding G residue are attributed to the assumed increased local flexibility.^[32](#CIT0032)^ Presumably the increased local dynamics increases the water occupancy of the Asn sidechain to initiate the reaction, as well as access to the subsequent residue's backbone amide. Thus, increasing the local flexibility at the n-1 position is consistent with previous observations of structural dependence on deamidation rates,^[12](#CIT0012),[21](#CIT0021)^ and is a reasonable explanation for the observed modifications at non-canonical motifs.

Potential racemization under high pH conditions {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------------------------------------

In the Asp isomerization reaction, the Asu intermediate is first populated, with isomerization occurring because of subsequent hydrolysis of the cyclized intermediate. Because the Asu intermediate can be populated under either high or low pH, it is expected that isomerization-labile residues would be detected in the products of both treatments. However, agreement is not observed in 10 of 17 occurrences. Instead, in these 10 cases, an isomerization modification is detected only at the high pH condition without the corresponding observation at low pH (Fig S4B). Therefore, the observed retention time shift may be the result of a concurrent racemization reaction (Table S5B). It has been previously suggested that racemization is a product of proton abstraction from the Cα of amino acid residues,^[19](#CIT0019)^ a reaction that will accelerate under high pH conditions. Our observation of this phenomenon in only the high pH stress is consistent with existing racemization data produced with alkaline treatment. The detection of racemization has been previously demonstrated via a shift in retention time using reverse-phase chromatography.^[19](#CIT0019)^

Because our detection method for Asp isomerization similarly relies on retention time shifts and MS/MS identification of chromatographically distinct but identical masses, in the absence of extensive isotope labeling experiments we cannot discriminate between racemization or isomerization products. Further, because racemization is not limited to Asp residues, and most minimal peptides contain Ser and/or Thr residues, we are unable to determine which chemistry is operative. With the evidence at hand, we can only confidently suggest that one of the presumed isomerization events at high pH, observed in the H3 of mepolizumab, is likely S or T racemization. In this case, we have data that suggests that the only D that could not be isomerized would be at a DP motif. Assuming the isomerization chemistry occurs through an Asu intermediate, the proline would prevent isomerization at this position.^[32](#CIT0032)^ Therefore, racemization is the most likely explanation for the observed retention time shift.

Structural analysis {#S0003-S2005}
-------------------

We identified five positions where Asp and Asn residues are frequently present yet rarely modified; H52A (n + 1 = P), H31 (n + 1 = Y), H101 (n + 1 = Y, I, L, or V), L28 (n + 1 = I or V), and L53 (n + 1 = L or R). In all cases, the n + 1 position is a residue that constitutes a non-canonical motif, suggesting that the limited occurrence of canonical motifs at these positions are responsible for the local chemical stability. Conversely, cold-spot positions where a canonical motif typically occurs and is not modified are rare, only being observed once within CDRH2 at H61 (DS). At this position, the DS motif occurs 37 times, none of which incur detectable isomerization. This cold-spot is likely the result of the DS motif residing in a generally structured region of the antibody. An analysis of 942 unique antibody structures from the Protein Data Bank (PDB)^[56](#CIT0056)^ reveals that position H61-H63 are part of a secondary structure turn motif in all but 34 instances, including the 181/185 cases with the canonical DS isomerization motif at H61-H62 (data not shown). Therefore, this region is likely structurally constrained to disfavor the formation of the Asu intermediate.

Turning our attention to the hot-spots, modifications of H54 and H98 typically occur at NG and DG motifs. However, in the CDRL1 "insertion sub-region" (L30 to L30F), motifs DG, DS, DD and DN are all nearly equally modified. Further, 13/18 CDRL1 deamidation events occur at positions L30A-L30F, i.e., in antibodies with 12 amino acid and longer L1s, suggesting that loop flexibility may encourage Asu formation.

Although local structure is known to modulate deamidation and isomerization rates,^[21](#CIT0021),[23](#CIT0023),[30](#CIT0030)^ the ability to predict such local structural effects from sequence alone is not fully developed. For instance, 9.8% deamidation was observed at H54 upon high pH stress of rituximab. The related ocrelizumab molecule, with an identical CDRH2 sequence, accumulates only 3.5% deamidated species under the same condition. A comparison of gemtuzumab and lintuzumab echoes the same results, with only two sequence differences at positions H58 and H65. Similarly, gemtuzumab was found to accumulate 17.3% deamidated species at H54 while the same position was unmodified in lintuzumab, which has a closely related sequence. Of pembrolizumab and ozanezumab (which differ in their CDRH2 sequences at just 3 positions H50, H59, and H65, but have the same NG motif at position H54), only the former shows deamidation at H54 upon stress (16.9%). For all three pairs discussed above, the less chemically stable antibody shows modestly lower thermal stability as assessed by the melting temperature (Tm) of the antigen-binding fragment (Fab).^[31](#CIT0031)^

An additional example concerns the CDRH2 of tabalumab, where the NH motif shows 4.3% deamidation upon high pH stress; two other samples in the set (patritumab and zanolimumab) have identical sequences across the entire CDRH2 yet show no detectable modification. It should be noted that the apparent N-linked glycosylation motif, NHS, does not lead to actual glycan occupancy in any of the three cases; see *McCann et al.*,^[57](#CIT0057)^ for a literature precedent of similar sequences. The Fab Tms previously reported were 64, 71.5 and 80.0 °C, respectively, for tabalumab, patritumab and zanolimumab.^[31](#CIT0031)^ However, over the entire data set, correlation between Tm and chemical stability (as assessed in this work) does not reach statistical significance (data not shown). These findings suggest that the complex global dynamics of the molecule may result in structural differences in the CDRs that likely contribute to the observed chemical stability. In light of this observation, we suspect that the sequence and structure inputs into recent predictive methods^[23](#CIT0023),[30](#CIT0030)^ may be too similar (as currently encoded or examined) to allow for meaningful differentiation between the modified and non-modified instances. For example, referring to the NH example above, preliminary homology models of the three antibodies (tabalumab, patritumab and zanolimumab) followed by analysis as in *Yan et al*.^[30](#CIT0030)^ leads to very similar values for the key descriptors (secondary structure, solvent accessibility and Cγ to N distance) at the NH motif, and thus no suggestion that they may differ in their deamidation propensity.

Our data suggest that the absence of proline at L95 in nine-residue long CDRL3s may be a contributing factor to the chemical stability of either isomerization or deamidation within the segment. Of the 49 kappa mAbs with L3 of length 9 in our dataset with at least one N or D within the CDR, 47 have proline at position L95 and no modification is observed for any of them. Modification is only observed in the two exceptional cases listed earlier (anifrolumab and lirilumab, exhibiting isomerization and deamidation, respectively). It had been proposed previously that higher local flexibility,^[23](#CIT0023),[30](#CIT0030)^ as reflected in higher B-factor values,^[58](#CIT0058)^ may correlate with propensity for isomerization or deamidation. To examine the specific effect due to a presence or absence of Pro at L95, we performed an analysis of B-factors using a set of 359 crystal structures of un-complexed kappa antibodies from the PDB having L3 length of 9; n = 337 with Pro and n = 22 without Pro. A significant difference emerges between the sum of average B-factors for the backbone atoms of residues at the L91 to L94 positions: those lacking Pro at L95 have larger B-factor values (data not shown). These effects are independent of the resolution at which the respective sets of structures were solved. Thus, greater L3 loop flexibility for anifrolumab and lirilumab in the absence of the L95 Pro could encourage the formation of the mechanistically common Asu intermediate and ensuing chemical degradation.

Degradation events and stage of development {#S0003-S2006}
-------------------------------------------

In our previous work studying biophysical properties of a similar set of clinical-stage antibodies, we noticed a clear trend for molecules in more advanced stage of development having fewer biophysical problems than those in earlier stages (see [Figure 3(a](#F0003)) of *Xu et al*.^[5](#CIT0005)^). We wondered if such an effect could also occur here. Surprisingly, we found more deamidation events in approved antibodies than in those in clinical Phase 2 or 3 studies (Fig. S6). Reasoning that this may be a function of the time in which development was initiated, and that many approved molecules originated as long as two decades ago, we looked explicitly at a timeline of canonical sequence motifs (using time of INN designation as a surrogate for relative "age" of a given mAb; see Figure S7). An apparent trend emerges revealing that, since the early 2000s, instances of these motifs have been declining, (Fig. S8A). The same analysis applied to DG motifs reveals the opposite trend (Fig. S8A). However, despite these trends, there has been little change in the number of mAbs containing chemical liabilities over time (Fig S8).

Chemical liabilities in a clinical context {#S0003-S2007}
------------------------------------------

This study was designed to characterize the chemical stability of a set of transiently expressed mAb samples with variable regions matching clinical-stage antibodies under commonly applied stressing conditions. Under these conditions, we identified at least one deamidation and/or isomerization site (in the variable region) in 56 of 131 mAbs, with a wide range of observed degradation. Similar approaches are usually applied during late-stage discovery of mAbs for lead selection to identify candidates with the best chemical stability profiles or to identify degradation sites from the leading candidates for re-engineering to de-risk downstream process development.

It was surprising to observe relatively high levels of degradation (under our current stressing conditions) for some mAb samples with variable region matching approved drugs, such as trastuzumab. However, multiple possible degradation variants can complicate process development. The lack of chemical stability may also render liquid formulation challenging, as is evident from Herceptin's (trastuzumab) lyophilized formulation.

It is worth noting that all the mAb samples in this study were intentionally designed as IgG1 iso-type to compare properties of variable regions in the background of a common constant region. Although the agreement of our data with data collected using commercial material^[23](#CIT0023)^ suggests that our method is generally non-disruptive, subtle differences may be expected when the same variable region is fused to a different isotype such as IgG2 or IgG4. Additionally, the conditions used in this study are intended to accelerate rates of chemical degradation, which could lead to over estimation of the degradation levels for corresponding commercial materials in a clinical environment.

Conclusion {#S0004}
==========

Rapid assessment strategies in early post-discovery processes to evaluate the chemical stability of therapeutic proteins are necessary to identify and correct particularly labile residues prior to committing time and resources towards accommodating such inherent risks downstream. The wealth of knowledge on this topic for mAbs in advanced stages of development is fragmented and incomplete. In the interest of improving the state of the field, we produced and tested 131 samples corresponding to clinical-stage mAb molecules and subjected them to low and high pH stresses to rapidly induce isomerization and deamidation reactions, respectively. Specifically, CDRs H2, H3, and L1 were found to be particularly labile to deamidation and isomerization modifications. Within those CDRs, just three motif sequence positions (H54, H98, and L30) account for most modifications. In combination with our previously published results on the stability to oxidation of 121 clinical-stage mAbs,^[7](#CIT0007)^ the chemical liability landscape for clinical-stage mAbs is currently well described.

Materials and methods {#S0005}
=====================

mAb production {#S0005-S2001}
--------------

All 131 antibodies were expressed in HEK293 cells as reported earlier by *Jain et al*.^[31](#CIT0031)^ All variable region sequence information for the 131 samples is included in a supplemental workbook. The VH and VL encoding gene fragments (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) were subcloned into heavy and light chain pcDNA 3.4+ vectors (ThermoFisher, Waltham MA). All mAbs were expressed as IgG1 isotype. The corresponding vectors were co-transfected into HEK293 suspension cells. After six days of growth, the cell culture supernatant was harvested by centrifugation and passed over Protein A agarose (MabSelect SuRe™, GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh PA). The bound antibodies were then washed with phosphate-buffered saline and eluted with buffer (200 mM acetic acid (BDH, 3092)/50 mM NaCl (Sigma, S9888) pH3.5) into 1/8th volume 2 M HEPES, pH 8.0. The final products were buffer exchanged into 25 mM HEPES (TEKNOVA, H1035), 150 mM NaCl, and pH 7.3.

Low and high pH treatment {#S0005-S2002}
-------------------------

Samples (1 mg/mL) were buffer exchanged at 100 µL volumes using 40K Zeba Spin Desalting Columns (Thermo, 87766). High pH samples were exchanged into 20 mM Tris (Sigma, 93362), 10mM EDTA (Sigma, E6758), pH 8.5. Low pH samples were exchanged into 50 mM sodium acetate (Sigma, S2889), pH 5.5. Low pH and high pH samples were incubated at 40 °C for 2 weeks and 1 week, respectively. Reactions were stored at −80 °C prior to further treatment or analysis.

Tryptic peptide mapping {#S0005-S2003}
-----------------------

All mAb samples were digested using trypsin (Pierce 90,058, 5 µg/mL) as previously described with minor modification.^[7](#CIT0007)^ Briefly, 5 µL of each sample (1 mg/mL) was unfolded and reduced by addition of 8 M urea (JT Baker 4206), 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate (Sigma, 09830), 20 mM DTT at pH 7.8, and incubated at 70 °C for 3 minutes. Reduced samples were subsequently mixed with 100 µL of 5 ng/µL trypsin in 20 mM ammonium bicarbonate, 5 mM DTT at pH 7.8. Low pH stressed samples were digested at 37 °C for 5 minutes and high pH stressed samples were incubated at 37 °C for 20 minutes. Digestions were quenched by the addition of trifluoroacetic acid (final concentration 0.8%). For comparison purposes, unstressed samples were digested side-by-side with stressed samples. All tryptic peptides were eluted on an Acquity Ultra Performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) system (Waters) equipped with a BEH C18 column (Waters, 1.7 µm, 2.1 × 150 mm, 186003687). The flow rate was 0.2 mL/min, and the column temperature was 60 °C. The elution gradient was 0% to 10% solvent B (0.1% formic acid at acetonitrile) in 9 minutes, to 40% B over 60 minutes, and then to 95% B in 2 minutes. Peptides separated on the column were detected by a Q Exactive^TM^ mass spectrometer (Thermo) in positive electrospray ionization mode. The instrument parameters were set as spray voltage of 3.5 kV, capillary temperature of 320 °C, sheath gas flow rate at 35 and aux gas flow rate at 10 and S-lens RF level at 70. MS spectra were acquired at the scan range of 150--2000 m/z with a resolution of 70,000. Data-dependent MS/MS was performed at a resolution of 17,500, and five most abundant ions from the previous MS scan were selected for higher-energy C-trap dissociation fragmentation (30% normalized collision energy).

Acquired MS data were analyzed using Biopharma Finder software (Thermo Scientific) followed by manual inspection to ensure correct assignment and relative quantification accuracy. A lower limit cut-off of 2% modified material was used to distinguish between modified and unmodified material, due mainly to the signal requirements for verifying the modification. In this assessment, only the variable regions were investigated for chemical stability.

For all deamidation events, site identifications were made using both Biopharma Finder software and manual inspection of MS/MS spectra of deamidated peptides. In one case, the sample corresponding to dacetuzumab, there was insufficient data to determine which one of the two Asn residues were modified in the tryptic peptide (annotated in Table S2). In this case, the assignment was made to the more chemically reactive motif. For isomerization events observed after low pH stress, residue assignments primarily relied on the observation of the Asu intermediates. Including overlapping mis-cleaved peptides in our analysis also helped to exclude alternative potential modification sites, when available. In one case, romosozumab, there is insufficient MS/MS data to determine the exact residue being isomerized, narrowing the options down to two DD motifs (annotated in Table S3). In this case, the assignment produced by BioPharma Finder software was used. For the isomerization modifications observed after high pH stress, Asu species were expectedly not observed. These modification sites were identified by aligning the retention times of modified peptides with isomerized ones observed after low pH stress (Table 5A). If there was no orthogonal corresponding data at low pH conditions, different mis-cleaved peptides were overlapped to provide the minimum fragments containing those modification sites (Table S5B).

Deamidation and isomerization modifications rely on sufficient chromatographic separation for identification. Deamidation modifications, having a mass shift of + 1 Da can be isotopically resolved using the Q Exactive, even when poor chromatographic separation exists. Isomerization modifications do not have this advantage and can be overlooked when chromatographic peak separation is poor. This separation relies on several factors, including peptide hydrophobicity, conformation, sequence position, the specific gradient and column being used. We find that the method used here can sufficiently resolve isomerization (Fig S9) and deamidation (Fig S10) modifications occurring on long peptides, suggesting that our method is generally applicable. We also note that the chromatographic advantage of using a UPLC system over an HPLC system has pronounced resolution differences (Fig S10) that aid in making these identifications possible.

Sequence analysis {#S0005-S2004}
-----------------

Antibody sequences were numbered using a modification of the Kabat-Chothia rules as described previously.^[42](#CIT0042)^ The rules derive from Kabat's original sequence-based CDR definitions,^[59](#CIT0059)^ and incorporate updates that structurally position CDR insertions and deletions outside of the conserved β-sheet framework. Accordingly, the listed sequences for CDRs L1-L3 and H1-H3 span positions 24--34, 50--56, 89--97 and 27--35, 50--65 and 93--102, respectively. For CDRs L1 and L3, insertions are located after position 30 (i.e., 30A..30F) and 95 (i.e., 95A..95D). For CDRs H1 and H2, insertions are located after position 31 (i.e., 31A..31D) and 52 (i.e., 52A..52D). For CDR H3, a custom numbering scheme was used; briefly the original Kabat insertion point at position H99 was moved to H100; in addition, insertions are added to the C-terminal end of H99 as H99A, H99B, etc. and, as appropriate, also added to the N-terminal end of H100 in descending order as H100Z, H100Y, etc. (the approach is similar in spirit to that employed in the IMGT® numbering scheme^[44](#CIT0044)^). The supplemental workbook provides 131 examples of how the scheme is applied.

Abbreviations {#S0006}
=============
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